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It is well-known that every uniform space has a completion. This is 
accomplished by the use of (i) minimal Cauchy filters in [1 ], [5], [6] 
(ii) Cauchy filter bases in [2] and (iii) metric completion in [3], [4]. In 
this note we give a simple construction for the completion of a uniform 
space by using a different (although equivalent) definition of Cauchy filter 
bases (see [7]). 
Let X be a non-empty set and iff be a symmetric base for a uniformity 
for X. 
1. Definition: A filter base fJ8 in X is iff-Cauchy (or Cauchy) iff 
for every U E iff, there exists an x EX and a BE fJ8 such that B C U(x). 
The following lemma shows that the above definition is equivalent to 
the usual definition of Cauchy filter bases. 
2. Lemma: A filter base fJ8 in X is Cauchy if and only if for each 
U E iff there exists a BE fJ8 such that B x B C U. 
Proof: Let fJ8 be a Cauchy filter base in X and U E iff. Let V E iff 
be such that V o V C U. By Definition 1, there exists an x EX, a BE fJ8 
such that B C V[x]. If (y, z) E B x B, then (y, z) E V[x] x V[x] C Vo V CU. 
Thus BxBC U. 
On the other hand if B x B C U and x E B, then {x} x B CU. This 
shows that B C U[x]. 
3. Lemma: A Cauchy filter base fJ8 in X converges to z EX if and 
only if z is a cluster point of B. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that if z is a cluster point of a Cauchy 
filter base fJ8 then fJ8 converges to z. Let U E iff and V E iff be such that 
Vo Vo V CU. There exists an x EX and a BE fJ8 such that B C V[x]. 
But B n V[z]+0. Thus there is a bE B such that z E V[b] C Vo V[x]. 
Hence, x E V o V[z] and B C V[x] C Vo Vo V[z] C U[z] and fJ8 con-
verges to z. 
4. Definition: (X, iff) is complete iff every Cauchy filter base in X 
has a cluster point. By Lemma 3 this is equivalent to saying that every 
Cauchy filter base is convergent. 
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5. Lemma: If A=X and every filter base in A which is Cauchy in 
X has a cluster point in X, then X is complete. 
Proof: If.1lisaCauchyfilterbaseinX,then.18A={A n U[BJIBE.18, 
U E au} is a filter base in A. For U E au, there exists a V E au such that 
Vo V CU. Since .18 is Cauchy, there exists an x EX, BE .18 such that 
B C V[x]. Hence An V[B] C V[B] C Vo V[x] C U[x] and so .18A is 
Cauchy in X. Letz be a cluster point of.18in X. Then V[z] nAn V[B]*0· 
Thus there exists a bE B such that bE V[a] C Vo V[z] C U[z] and z is 
a cluster point of .18. 
6. Definition: Let X* be the class of all Cauchy filter bases in X. 
For each U E au, let U*= {(..#, .18) EX* x X* I there exist A E..#, BE .18 
such that A C U[b] for each bE B}. (The definition of U* is similar to 
but different from the construction of a uniformity for the hyperspace 
of X). 
7. Lemma: au*= {U*I U E au} is a symmetric base for a uniformity 
for X*. (Recall that au is a symmetric base for a uniformity for X). 
Proof: 
(i) Let d' E X* and U* E au*. Then there exists a V E au such that 
Vo V CU. Since d' EX*, there exists an x EX, A Ed' such that 
A C V[x]. So for every a E A, A C V[x] C Vo V[a] C U[a] and so 
(d,d) E U*. 
(ii) If U, v E au then there exists a wE au such that w c u n v. 
If (d, .18) E W*, then there exist A Ed, BE .18 such that A C W[b] for 
all bE B. Thus A C U[b] and A C V[b] for all bE B and so (d, .18) E 
E U* n V*. Thus for U*, V* E au*, there exists a W* E au* such that 
W* C U* n V*. 
(iii) If (d, .18) E U*, then there exist A Ed, BE .18 such that A C U[b] 
for each bE B. Since U is symmetric it follows that B C U[a] for each 
a E A and so (.18, d) E U*. Thus U* = U*-1. 
(iv) For u E au, let v E au be such that v 0 v c u. If (d, .18) E V* 0 V* 
then (d, <i&') E V* and (<i&', .18) E V* for some <if EX*. Then there exist 
A Ed, C1, 02 E <i&', B E .18 such that A C V[cl] for each c1 E 01 and 
02 C V[b] for each bE B. Since <if is a filter, C=C1 n C2*0 and A C V[c] 
for each c E C. Thus A C Vo V[b] C U[b] for each bE Band (d, .18) E U*. 
Hence, for each U* E au*, there exists a V* E au* such that V* o V* C U*. 
8. Definition: For each x EX, let i(x)= {{x}}. Clearly i is a function 
on X to X*. It is easy to verify that i is a uniform isomorphism on X 
onto i(X). 
9. Lemma: i(X) is dense in X*. 
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Proof: Let dE X* and U* E ~*. There exists an x EX and an 
A Ed such that A C U[x]. So (d, i(x)) E U* which proves the lemma. 
10. Lemma: Every filter base in i(X) which is Cauchy in X* con-
verges in X*. 
Proof: Since i(X) is uniformly isomorphic to X, every Cauchy filter 
base in i(X) is of the form i(d) where d E X*. For U* E ~*, there 
exists a V* E ~*such that V* o V* C U*. Since dE X*, there exist x EX, 
A Ed such that A C V[x]. Since Vis symmetric, A C Vo V[a] C U[a] 
for each a EA. Thus for each a E A, i(a) E U*[d] which shows that i(d) 
converges to d. 
Combining the above sequence of lemmas we get the following result. 
ll. Theorem: Every uniform space (X,~) is uniformly isomorphic 
to a dense subset of a complete uniform space (X*,~*). 
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